
4 crucial mindset changes to impact your Sales 
 

On a scale of 0 to 10, how comfortable do you feel with the response you get, when you explain your service? 
 

1 = You stutter and can’t remember what to say. 

5 = You think you do an OK job, but when it comes to ‘closing’ you’re left cold. 

9 = You engage your audience and at the end of the conversation you find it easy to convert the sale. 

 
1) The ‘Permission’ question – The lower you scored above, the more impact this will make 

 
 

Would you feel uncomfortable, explaining your service in a 6-year-old-simple way, because clients might be insulted? 
 

But if you don’t make it that simple, they might make wrong assumptions and ultimately make a poor choice. 
 

Then just ask: 
 

 “Is it ‘ok’ if I explain my service in a ridiculously simple way, to show you clearly what I do and how I can help you?” 
 

They will say “Yes”, as everyone prefers ‘easy’ and now the examples you use aren’t uncomfortable anymore. 

 
2) Are you experiencing more Sales challenges than you’d like?   If so, this is an excellent situation to be in 

 

To make PROGRESS you need SOLUTIONS, and to provide SOLUTIONS, first you need to find PROBLEMS. 
 

The Alternative is:  NO PROBLEMS       NO SOLUTIONS                     STAY THE SAME! 
 

So, to PROGRESS, start looking for PROBLEMS. The more PROBLEMS you can find, the more PROGESS you can make. 

 
3) Your ideal client is Honest, Ambitious and Open-minded, but are you? 

 

Your ideal client is: 
 

HONEST enough to say that they are not perfect, and they have problems that frustrate them. 
 

AMBITIOUS with a BURNING DESIRE to do even better. 
 

OPEN-MINDED to new solutions, to a new way of thinking. 
 

When we are ready to learn, to make progress towards our goals, honesty, ambition, and open-mindedness will help us 

achieve our ambition. 

 
4) FAILURE is NOT the opposite of SUCCESS, it’s a KEY part of it. 

 

You’ll learn FAR more from getting something ‘wrong’ than getting it ‘right’, so embrace it. 
 

Failure gives you a chance to take a step forward, a lesson to learn from, so now it’s time to accept some help. 
 

When you are ready to ‘welcome’ help, your teacher is here, and I’d love to help you. 

 

“I’ve just attended Ian’s free webinar and it was amazing! He really makes you think about how ‘selling’ is not about 

‘selling’, and how simple it can actually be” – Karen Hagen DipPFS Financial Advisor. 

 
If you’d love more advice, book my 30min 1-on-1 INGENIOUS session with FREE advice to easily improve your sales. 

 

Call Ian – 07563 141 242 or email me at ian@iangenius.co.uk 


